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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Sterzo, the Elite Riser Block with steering 
functionality, is one of the most interesting 
additions to your indoor training sessions as 
it lets you control your handlebars as if you 
really were on the road. 

Place the front wheel on the steering unit and 
enjoy the most realistic indoor ride you can 
have on your home trainer.
While you turn the front wheel to the left or 
right on Sterzo, you can employ the steering 
features offered by your indoor cycling software 
of choice when avaible by mounting your phone 
on your handlebars in order to track its rotating 
movement.
Find out more on how to quickly enjoy a truly 
exciting ride on your bike with Sterzo.

HOW IT WORKS
Sterzo features a registered design consisting 
of a raised support in fiber-reinforced polymeric 
material that also includes a patent-pending 
rotating pivot for you to easily place the front 
wheel of your bicycle.
(Accommodates tires as wide as 56mm).

The rotating unit was designed to impart the 
greatest bicycle stability while you’re riding 
on your home trainer, as well as ensuring 

maximum freedom of wheel movement to 
the left and right, up to 34° rotation on each 
side.

The rotating pivot features a practical 
automatic return system for you to easily get 
the handlebar back to its original position.

Sterzo also features practical anti-slip rubber 
feet on its base for you to you have even more 
stability in you rides as well as protecting 
contact surfaces from any potential scratches 
and abrasions.
Recommended with the Elite Training Mat for 
maximum performance.

IMMERSIVE TRAINING EXPERIENCE 
Lately, the indoor cycling world has been 
abuzz with new and innovative tools and 
functionalities to make home training on your 
bike an ever immersive and engaging riding 
experience.
Among them, steering is undoubtedly one of 
this year’s hot topics.

This is why Sterzo is one of the most 
interesting innovations for your indoor training 
ecosystem.
Especially if you consider that other than 
facilitating the handlebars movement, this 
steering block allows you to take advantage of 

the ever-evolving steering options offered by 
your favorite indoor cycling software.

If implemented by your favorite cycling 
software, steering features can enable users to 
control their avatar on-screen, change direction 
and overtake other bicycles by simply mounting 
their phone to their handlebars.
The phone will track handlebars movement on 
Sterzo via complementary app and send data 
right away to your software of choice.

ELECTRONIC VERSION AVAILABLE
Sterzo is also available in electronic version, 
Sterzo Smart.
The Elite Sterzo Smart, with its double 
ANT+™ and Bluetooth communication 
protocol, wirelessly interacts with Zwift via 
Bluetooth compatible apps and software to 
communicate front wheel movements directly, 
without a phone on your handlebars. 
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